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This book addresses issues that remain under-researched by feminist historians.
They pertain to female economic contribution in specific geographical areas and
countries such as Greece, Italy, a number of regions of France, Greek-speaking
regions in the Ottoman-ruled Macedonia, and two countries in the Balkans:
Romania and Bulgaria. Additionally, it compares and contrasts female economic
agency in the above regions which is a field that hitherto lacks thorough study.
Polly Thanailaki explores female contribution to the finances of their family and to
the economy of their country and how they interlaced in a transnational historical
setting, further exploring social norms and trading practices in these regions. The
methodology is based on the study of original printed sources such as archives,
newspapers, and journals of the period, along with secondary sources of
literature. The book addresses the nexus of gender, economy, and society
covering a broad spectrum of gender studies, economic history and social history
in time and in geographic space.
Compendium defines over 10,000 words associated with wearing apparel and
fashion. From bateau necklines to trilbys and vamps, words are grouped
alphabetically according to dress parts, fabrics, and other style categories. Over
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750 illustrations.
Cluckie explores the growth and development of Art Embroidery in Britain circa 1870-1890,
giving special consideration to the support received from the art establishment in designing for
and educating embroiderers. This thesis demonstrates the hidden workforce's contribution to
the British economy.
New ser. v. 6-29 include 77th-100th Annual report of the Trustees of the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, 1946-1969-70 (previously and subsequently published separately).

This comprehensive survey of the traditional embroidery arts covers everything
from appliqué to smocking. Over thirty different types of traditional needlework
are introduced, including black work, cut work, Hardanger embroidery, Jacobean
embroidery, patchwork, quilting, and more. Instructions. Helpful hints on
materials and equipment. 421 black-and-white illustrations.
Ecclesiastical EmbroideryLibrary of Congress Subject HeadingsLibrary of
Congress Subject HeadingsLibrary of Congress Subject HeadingsWashington,
D.C. : Cataloging Distribution Service, Library of CongressLibrary of Congress
Subject HeadingsNew Ecclesiastical EmbroideryLibrary of Congress Subject
Headings: A-EThe History of English Secular EmbroideryThe Ecclesiastical
ReviewThe American Ecclesiastical Review;A Monthly Publication for the
ClergyEcclesiastical EmbroideryA-ECatalogue of English Ecclesiastical
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Embroideries of the XIII. to XVI. CenturiesThe Church Review and Ecclesiastical
Register
also records of the manner in which the work of the different sections of of the
exhibition was carried out, the official awards of the executive commisioners, the
catalogue of exhibits, together with sundry illustrations.
Includes a section called "Ecclesiastical register".
Encompassing the work of historians, art-historians, and literary scholars, these essays
explore how interrelated processes of communal inclusion and exclusion - articulated
through institutions, discourses, performances, and artefacts - shaped the construction
of individual and collective identities in medieval Europe.
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